Hot Rocks (Nick Hoffman Mysteries Book 7)

Fitness = Death? Working out can be
tough--and in Hot Rocks its deadly. Nick
Hoffman finds out that underneath the
gleaming surface of his gorgeous, upscale
health club, theres plenty of simmering lust
and rage. The beautiful people have some
ugly secrets.
Once again, Nick gets
caught up in solving a mystery when hed
much rather be at home enjoying a gourmet
meal with his partner Stefan. Witty and
provocative, Hot Rocks offers fans of the
Nick Hoffman series another voyage with
one of the mystery worlds funniest amateur
sleuths.
PRAISE FOR THE NICK
HOFFMAN SERIES A maliciously funny
campus mystery. New York Times Book
Review Clever and sharp social satire. Los
Angeles Times The perfect book to take
away for a weekend in the country a
genuinely funny modern comedy of
manners. Washington Post Book World A
delightful take on death in the halls of
academia. Boston Globe Ive developed a
crush on Lev Raphaels witty, literate,
cheerfully
satirical
Nick
Hoffman
mysteries. Books To Watch Out For
Marvelous
humor
and
satisfying
mysterywickedly fun. Drood Review of
Mystery Stylish literary mysterywitty,
impeccably written. Mystery Review
Bright, breezy, and laugh-aloud funny.
Alfred Hitchcocks Mystery Magazine

Kindle?????? Hot Rocks (Nick Hoffman Mysteries Book 7) (English
Edition)??Kindle????????Kindle??????????????????????Assault with a Deadly Lie: A Nick Hoffman Novel of Suspense
(Nick Hoffman Mysteries Book 8) - Kindle edition by Lev Raphael. Download it once and read it onRate this book
Edith Wharton scholar and untenured English professor Nick Hoffman escapes This was ok, but not good enough to
make me want to hunt up other mysteries by this author. . #4) Burning Down the House (Nick Hoffman, #5) Hot Rocks
(Nick Hoffman, #7) Assault with a Deadly Lie (Nick Hoffman, #8) The NOOK Book (eBook) of the Hot Rocks by Lev
Raphael at Barnes the Nick Hoffman series another voyage with one of the mystery worldsHot Rocks has 44 ratings and
8 reviews. Jim said: I got this book from the library thinking it would be a quick easy read. Hot Rocks (Nick Hoffman,
#7) Raphaels series hero, Nick Hoffman, is in midlife crisis when he and partner StefanHot Rocks: A Nick Hoffman
Mystery (Nick Hoffman Mysteries) Start reading Little Miss Evil (Nick Hoffman Mysteries Book 4) on your Kindle in
under a minute.Hot Rocks by Lev Raphael - cover Nick Hoffmann Mystery #7. Fitness = Death when Nick Hoffman
heads back to the gym right after a vacation, finding himselfRead more about Dancing On Tisha Bav and other books by
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Lev Raphael. doesnt make Raphaels eighth Nick Hoffman mystery (after 2007s Hot Rocks) any less compelling. At the
start of Raphaels entertaining seventh Nick Hoffman mystery (after 2004s Tropic of Leapfrog $15.95 (242p) ISBN
978-0-9728984-7-8.I think that this was the weakest book in the Nick Hoffman Mysteries series so far to paint a very
warm domestic setting that adds to any appeal the book has.Hot Rocks (Nick Hoffman Mysteries Book 7) (English
Edition). 1. The Death of a Constant Lover (Nick Hoffman Mysteries Book 3) (English Edition). 15. OktoberEditorial
Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. At the start of Raphaels entertaining seventh Nick Hoffman mystery (after 2004s
Tropic of Murder), the StateLev Raphael published his Nick Hoffman mysteries back in the 1990s, and has recently
reintroduced them as e-books. These books do something that is hugely Hot Rocks, by Lev Raphael. Raphaels series
hero, Nick Hoffman, is in midlife crisis when he and partner Stefan Borowski return from theirThe Death of a Constant
Lover has 62 ratings and 6 reviews. Ulysses said: As I settle into this series book 3 of eight Im getting used to the slight
out the motive, if not the villain, in this novel, that doesnt make Raphaels eighth Nick Hoffman mystery (after 2007s
Hot Rocks) any less.Successful professor Nick Hoffman finds his secure, happy, college-town life . I havent read any of
the previous books in the series, but I dont feel I missed out
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